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PART - A

(Maximurn marks: l0)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. Define automation.

3. Give the names of any two temperature sensors.

4. Draw the symbol of a 4D solenoid operated DCV.

5. Differentiate betneen micro contoller and mim prccesso.r. (5x2 = 10)

PART - B

Maximum mart<s: 30)

tr Answer any five of the following questions. lach questiorr carries 6 marks.

1. List out the advantages of automation

2. Explain tlre ten4 non-linearity error in sensors.

3. Explain debormcing in mechanical switches. What is its softnrare solution ?

4. Explain the working of an electic relay with a neat sketch

5. Explain with a neat sketctr, the working of a vane motor.

6. Draw the block diagram showing the architecture of a PtC.

7. What are the factors to be considered for the selection of a PLC ? (5x6 = 30)
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PART C

(Answer one fiillquestion from each urit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr _ I
m (a) Differentiate between open loop and closed loop control system.

o) Explain the advantages and disadvantages of mechatonics system.

Ox.

(a) Differentiato bet*een fixed and programrnable automation.

O) Dstinguish betrveen mAitionA and mechatonics design wittr suitable example.

Ur.nr - II
(a) Explain how a linear variable differential tansformer (LVDT) be used for measuring

displacements.

O) Dfferentiate betrveen the following dynamic characteristics of a sensor.

(i) Reqponse time (ii) Time constant

On

(a) Explain the working of a turtine flow meter with a suitable sketch.

O) List out the factors to be considered while selecting a suitable sensor.

Ur.nr - III
VII (a) Draw the symbol of a pressure sequence valve and explain how it can be used

for sequencing two double acting cylinders.

O) Explain the working of a thyristor (SCR) as a solid state switch. Also draw its
voltage current characteristics.

On
(a) Explain wi*r a block diagram, the working of a hydraulic actuation system.

Also draw the circuit with symbols.

(b) Differentiate between variable reluctance and permanent magnet rt"pp"r motor.

UNrr - IV
(a) Explain any four fault detection techniques used in measurement, contol and data

commnrication systerns.

(b) Explain the use of timers prc programming with suitable examples.

On

(a) Compare the mechanical and mechatonics design solutions for a timed switch.

O) Write a ladder program to operate 3 output lamps from the following data.
Three input switches, A, B and c are connected to the pLC. The oupul hmp
1 should switch orq if there is at least two inputs. The lamp 2 should switch on
onty, if all the three inputs are switched on. If all the input switches are in ofi
position-lamp 3 should be switched on.
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